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Introduction
HD 142527: Herbig Fe star, ~2 MSun, 3-5 Myr old, 140 pc
Protoplanetary disk with gap: ideal case-study for planet formation
Companion: Detected at ~12au (~0.08’’) with direct imaging
=> SED ﬁtting indicates a ~0.1 MSun companion and 
a hot circumsecondary disk (1700K)… but SED 
ﬁtting alone can lead to degenerate results
Aims: - Find forming planets in the gap
- Better characterize the companion to understand 
      its impact on the disk morphology
Methods
Instrument: VLT/SINFONI (IFS) in H+K bands
Data: 40 spectral cubes of 1992 channels (~2h integration)
Observation strategy: 
Post-processing: 
- Principal Component Analysis applied to Angular Differential Imaging, in each spectral 
channel
- Negative Fake Companion (NEGFC) technique to estimate the unbiased contrast and 
position of the companion
First detection with 
NACO/SAM (Biller+12)













NIR spirals & shadows (Avenhaus+14)NIR spiral (Fukagawa+06)
Model




3-5    re-detection in all channels at the expected location
    Best ﬁt to BT-SETTL models:        Best ﬁt to template spectra:
Mass and age estimates:
Mass accretion rate: 
 
Conclusion
• First medium resolution spectrum of a companion at <0.1’’
• Spectral ﬁt points towards an M3 dwarf (with T~3500K, log(g)~3.5)
• Age estimate (2-5 Myr) consistent with the age of the primary
• Estimated mass >3x higher than previous one based on SED alone
• The impact of the companion on the disk morphology should be              









Example of PCA-ADI applied on a single channel. Some ﬂux is 
lost with PCA-ADI though; we use NEGFC to get an unbiased 
estimate of the ﬂux of the companion.
NEGFC injects negative fake companions in the original cube, and 
minimize the standard deviation in an aperture at the companion 
location in the ﬁnal PCA-ADI frame, using a simplex algorithm.
=
NEGFC contrast of the companion
Calibrated spectrum of HD 142527 A
X
Calibrated spectrum of HD 142527 B
Suspicious dip not reproduced 
with any model. Spectral artifact?
best ﬁt obtained with a 
young M3 dwarf
BT-SETTL best-ﬁt parameters 
compatible with a PMS M3 dwarf
- Lacour+16 model inconsistent with 
the SINFONI spectrum
- H+K spectrum: mainly photospheric
- the insertion of a circumsecondary 
disk helps ﬁtting the L and M points
Average on JHK HR diagrams:        map based on BT-SETTL 
models with similar TB and log(g)
Age ∼ 2.5+4.5
−1.5Myr
M ∼ 0.37± 0.01M!
M ∼ 0.34
+0.06
−0.04M"Age ∼ 4.5± 1.1Myr
(1-2% the rate for the primary)
(r~79.6mas; PA~129.6º)
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